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Outline
• Visual tracking
• Pedestrian Visual Tracking
• Evolution of the approach
• Future work
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Visual Tracking
Ross, D., Lim, J. and Lin, R.-S. (2008), Incremental Learning for
Robust Visual Tracking. International Journal of Computer Vision 77:
125-141.
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Visual Tracking
Definitions:
• It: frame t








• Wt = f(It, Xt, ϕt, γt, st, rt): a patch
in It
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Visual Tracking
Everything is supposed to be Gaussian:
• Xt ∼ N (Xt−1, σX)
• ϕt ∼ N (ϕt−1, σϕ)
• γt ∼ N (γt−1, σγ)
• st ∼ N (st−1, σs)
• rt ∼ N (rt−1, σr)
Ψt = {Xt, ϕt, γt, st, rt} ∈ Θt






p(It|Ψt) ∼ N (Wt;µ, UU





p(Ψt|Ψt−1) ∼ N (Ψt; Ψt−1,ΣΨ)
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Visual Tracking
(Visual Tracking demo)
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Behavioural Visual Tracking
Robin, T., Antonini, G., Bierlaire, M., and Cruz, J. (2009), Specification,
estimation and validation of a pedestrian walking behavior model.
Transportation Research Part B: Methodological 43(1):36-56.
Next step given by a cross-nested
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Behavioural Visual Tracking
This forces some assumptions:
• Camera is calibrated
• Camera is fixed
• Pedestrians walking in normal conditions
• Destination known!!
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Behavioural Visual Tracking
Pedestrian model + Gaussian:
• Xt ∼ pedestrian walking behaviour model (PWBM)
• ϕt ∼ N (ϕt−1, σϕ)
• γt ∼ N (γt−1, σγ)
• st ∼ N (st−1, σs)
• rt ∼ N (rt−1, σr)
Ψt = {Xt, θt} = {Xt, ϕt, st, rt} ∈ Θt
Note that as calibration data is known, some corrections can be done
in the sizes of the windows






p(It|Ψt) ∼ N (Wt;µ, UU





p(Ψt|Ψt−1) ∼ PWBM(Xt;Xt−1)N (θt; θt−1,Σθ)
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Behavioural Visual Tracking
(Behavioural Visual Tracking demo)
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One step further (literally)
The idea in order to solve the problems of the current approach is to
delay the decision, i.e. propagate probability distributions during





• Interdependence (collision avoidance and leader follower)
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One step further (literally)
Simulation-based tracking:
trajectory simulation + probability distribution of patches
Signal processing on manifolds:
• Probability distribution of patches
• Define a measure
One problem: 0.5 seconds!
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Future work
• Develop formally these ideas (define the manifold and the
measure)
• Implement and test
• Instead of a window, define something more similar to a
pedestrian in 3D
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